Gijón, February 28th 2007

ASEUROPA S.L. was created in 1993 in Gijón with the clear vocation to be an important part in
the distribution channel, offering an extense kind of products to those professionals who developed his
economic activities in the information technologies world.
With a completely spanish capital, ASEUROPA S.L. since the beginning has a consolidation
objective in the market at middle and long time with a constant evolution experiencing a continuous
growing and improvement of its services making the credibility from his partners and the absolut
warranty of its products and its principals sales arguments.
All this has becomed in the obtention of the Quality Standard UNE‐EN‐ISO‐9001 acreditation in
2001 applicable to assembly and commercialization of computer pieces.
Actually ASEUROPA S.L. is one of the first leaders in the north of Spain like wholesaler of
hardware and peripherals and had plants close to 2.000m2 where works about 35 persons highly
qualificated distributed in various departments forming a solid and dinamic team who pretends to offer
and serious and actual alternative who satisfay the new market espectatives. In 2002 ASEUROPA S.L.
opened a delegation in Sevilla to increase his distribution area.
Between the diferents departments in ASEUROPA S.L. we can outstand the sales department
who charges to advise to partner and conduct his orders agile and effectivement warranting a personal
and directly treat looking every time for the satisfaction of the partners with his sales. The technical
department executes the RMA control reparing or changing the defective units as soon is posible and
have too a partner attention service to give solutions to any problem or technical doubt from the
partners.
Logistics department receive and verify the right state of the goods for his latest distribution
registering all the components through its bar machine based in a sophisticated software that allow to
have and estrictly control of all the products. The orders are maked and packed in a way that the
components are safe from any damage. To this ASEUROPA S.L. has signed agreements with importants
shipment enterprises to give the order in optimal conditions to the partner in a maximun time of 24
hours in any place of Spain. To local distibution ASEUROPA S.L. has an own shipment service insuring
the delivery under 24 hours.
Marketing‐Web department is important piece to offer and added value to the service. Like a
proof the creation of an diary actualiced web page from whom the parters can find information about
products, offers, RMA controls and even make orders on line in a safe and confortable way.
Last but not least remark the creation of an PC`s & Servers integration module in 1999 with a
trade mark (EVEN). Here assembly and tested diary dozens of PC`s always under Quality Standard UNE‐
EN‐ISO‐9001, offering a quality warranty, confiability and RMA services. All this comes under
endorsement of the experience and solidity of an enterprise with more than nine years in the market of
information technologies.
With a lot of references daily actualizated, ASEUROPA S.L. comercialized all kind of hardware:
microprocesors, hard disks, memory modules, multimedia, peripherals, notebooks, netbooks, aio, tpv,
networking, etc. that owns to the bests manufacturers in the market who trust in ASEUROPA S.L. to
distribute his products. Examples of this manufacturers are Canon, Gigabyte, Toshiba, Samsung, NGS,
ATI, Logitech, Fujitsu, Metrologic, Panda, Nvidia, Sony, Acer, Philips, Smc and much more.
With this ASEUROPA S.L. looks like a serious rival to take into acount in the national distribution
hardware thanks to its commit with the quality and overcomming spirit.
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